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PREFACE.

IN pursuance of my attempt to render a translation

of the complete Vedant, or the principal parts of the

Veds, into the current languages of this country, I had

some time ago the satisfaction of publishing a translation

of the Kuth -opunishud of the Ujoor-ved into Bengalee ;

and of distributing copies of it as widely as my circums

tances would allow, for the purpose of diffusing Hindoo

scriptural knowledge among the adherents of that

religion. The present publication is intended to assist

the European community in forming their opinion

respecting Hindoo Theology, rather from the matter

found in their doctrinal scriptures, than from the

Poorans, moral tales, or any other modern works, or

from the superstitious rites and habits daily encouraged

and fostered by their self-interested leaders.

This work not only treats polytheism with contempt

and disdain, but inculcates invariably the unity of God

as the intellectual Principle, the sole Origin of individual

intellect, entirely distinct from matter and its affections r

and teaches also the mode of directing the mind to him.

A great body of my countrymen, possessed of good

understandings, and not much fettered with prejudices,

being perfectly satisfied with the truth of the doctrines

contained in this and in other works, already laid by

me before them, and of the gross errors of the puerile

system of idol worship which they were led to follow.
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have altered their religious conduct in a manner be

coming the dignity of human beings ; while the advocates

of idolatry and their misguided followers, over whose

opinions prejudice and obstinacy prevail more than good
sense and judgment, prefer custom and fashion to the

authorities of their scriptures, and therefore continue,

under the form of religious devotion, to practise a

system which destroys, to the utmost degree, the natural

texture of society, and prescribes crimes of the most

heinous nature, which even the most savage nations

would blush to commit, unless compelled by the most

urgent necessity.* I am, however, not without a

sanguine hope that, through Divine Providence and

human exertions, they will sooner or later avail them

selves of that true system of religion which leads its

-observers to a knowledge and love of God, and to a

friendly inclination towards their fellow-creatures, im

pressing their hearts at the same time with humility and

charity, accompanied by independence of mind and pure

sincerity. Contrary to the code of idolatry, this system

defines sins as evil thoughts proceeding from the heart,

quite unconnected with .observances as to diet and other

matters of form. At any rate, it seems to me that I

cannot better employ my time than in an endeavour to

illustrate and maintain truth, and to render service to

my fellow-labourers, confiding in the mercy of that Being

to whom the motives of our actions and secrets of our

hearts are well-known.

* Vide the latter end of the Introduction to the the Moonduk
Opunishud.
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DESIROUS of future fruition , Bajushrubusu performed

the sacrifice Vishwujit, at ivhich he &quot;distributed all his

property. He had a son named Nuchiketa. Old and

infirm cows being brought by the father as fees to be

given to attending priests, the youth was seized with

compassion, reflecting within himself,
&quot; He who gives

&quot;

to attending priests such cows as are no longer able to

&quot; drink water or to eat grass, and are incapable of giving
&quot;

further milk or of producing young, is carried to that

&quot; mansion where there is no felicity whatever.&quot;

He then said to his father,
&quot; To whom, O father,

&quot; wilt thou consign me over in lieu of these cows ?
&quot; and

repeated the same question a second and a third time.

Enraged with his presumption, the father replied to

him,
&quot;

I shall give thee to Yumu &quot;

(the god of death}.

The youth then said to himself,
&quot; In the discharge of my

41
duties as a son, I hold a foremost place among many

&quot; sons or pupils of the first class, and I am not inferior

&quot;

to any of the sons or pupils of the second class :

&quot; whether my father had a previous engagement with
&quot;

Yumu, which he will now perform by surrendering me
&quot;

to him, or made use of such an expression through anger,
&quot; I know not.&quot; The youth finding his father afflicted with

sorrow, said, &quot;Remember the meritorious conduct of our
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&quot; ancient forefathers, and observe the virtuous acts of

&quot;

contemporary good men. Life is too short to gain
&quot;

advantages by means offalsehood or breach ofpromise ;

&quot; as man like a plant is easily destroyed, and again like

&quot;

it puts forth its form. Do you therfore surrender me
&quot;

to Yumu according to your promise.&quot; The youth
&quot;Nuchiketa

, by permission of his father; went to the habita

tion of Yumu. After he had remained there for three

days without food or refreshmemt^ Yumu returned to his

dwelling, and was thus addressed by his family :
&quot; A

&quot; Brahmun entering a house as a guest is like fire
; good

&quot; householders, therefore^ extinguish his anger by offering
&quot; him water; a seat, and food. Do thou, O Yumu,.
&quot;

present him with water, A man deficient in wisdom
&quot;

suffers his hopes, his sanguine expectation of success,
&quot;

his improvement from associating with good men, the

&quot; benefit which he might derive from his affable con-

&quot;

versation, and the fruits produced by performance of

&quot;

prescribed sacrifices, and also by digging of wells and
&quot; other pious liberal actions, as well as all his sons and
&quot; and cattle, to be destroyed, should a Brahmun happen
&quot;

to remain in his house without food.&quot;

Yumu being thus admonished by his family , approached

Nuchiketa and said to him
;

&quot; As thou, O Brahmun,
&quot; hast lived in my house, a revered guest, for the space
&quot; of three days and nights without food, I offer thee
&quot; reverence in atonement, so that bliss may attend me ;

&quot; and do thou ask three favours of me as a recompense
&quot;

for what thou hast suffered while dwelling in my house

&quot;during these days past.&quot;
Nuchiketa then made this as
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his first request, saying, &quot;Let, O Yumu ! my father
&quot; Gotum s apprehension of my death be removed, his
&quot;

tranquility of mind be restored, his anger against me
1

extinguished, and let him recognise me on my return,
&quot;

after having been set free by thee. This is the first

&quot; of three favours which I ask of thee.&quot; Yumu then

replied :

&quot;

Thy father, styled Ouddaluki and Arooni, shall

&quot; have the same regard for you as before ; so that, being
&quot; assured of thy existence, he shall, through my power,
&quot;

repose the remaining nights of his life free from sorrow,.

&quot;

after having seen thee released from the grasp of

&quot;

death.&quot; Nuchiketa then made his second request.
&quot; In heaven, where there is no fear whatsoever, and

&quot; where even thou, O Yumu ! canst not always exercise

thy authqrity, and where, therefore, none dread thy
&quot;

poiver so much, as weak mortals of the earth, the soul,

&quot; unafflicted either by thirst or hunger, and unmolested
&quot;

by sorrow, enjoys gratification. As thou, O Yumu 1

&quot; dost possess knowledge respecting fire which is the

&quot; means of attaining heaven, do thou instruct me, who
&quot; am full of faith, in that knowledge ; for, those who
&quot;

enjoy heaven, owing to their observance of sacred fire,.

&quot; are endowed with the nature of celestial deities. This

&quot;

I ask of thee, as the second favour which thou hast

&quot;

offered.&quot; Yumu replied: &quot;Being possessed of a know-

&quot;

ledge of fire, the means that lead to the enjoyment
&quot; of heavenly gratifications, I impart it to thee ;

which

&quot; do thou attentively observe. Know thou fire, as

&amp;lt;c means to obtain various mansions in heaven, as the

&quot;

support of the world, and as residing in the body.&quot;

Yumu explained to Nuchiketa the nature of fire, as

5
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being prior to all creatures, and also the particulars of

the bricks and their number, which are requisite in

forming the sacred fire, as well as the mode of preserv

ing it. The youth repeated to Yumu these instruc

tions exactly as imparted to him
;
at which Yumub eing

pleased, again spoke.

The liberal-minded Yumu, satisfied with Nuchiketa,

thus says ;

&quot; I shall bestow on thee another favour, which

&quot;

is, that this sacred fire shall be styled after thy name ;

&quot; and accept thou this valuable and various-coloured

&quot;necklace. Receiving instructions from parents and

41
spiritual fathers, a person who has thrice collected fire,

&quot;as prescribed in the Ved, and also has been in habits

&quot; of performing sacrifices, studying the Veds, and giving

&quot;

alms, is not liable to repeated birth and death : he,

&quot;

having known and contemplated fire as .originating

41 from Bruhma, possessing superior understanding, full

41 of splendour, and worthy of praise, enjoys the highest

&quot;

fruition. A wise worshipper of sacred fire, who, under-

&quot;

standing the three things prescribed, has offered obla-

&quot; tion to fire, surmounting all afflictions during life, and

41 extricated from sorrow, will enjoy gratifications in

&quot; heaven.

&quot;

This, O Nuchiketa ! is that knowledge of sacred

41
fire, the means of obtaining heaven, which thou didst

&quot;

require of me as the second favour
;
men shall call it

41
after thy name. Make, O Nuchiketa! thy third

41
request.&quot;

Nuchiketa then said :
lf Some are of opinion that

&quot;

after man s demise existence continues, and others

&quot;

say it ceases. Hence a doubt has arisen respecting
41

the nature of the soul ; I therefore wish to be instruct-
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&quot; ed by thee in this matter. This is the last of the
&quot; favours thou hast offered.&quot; Yumu replied :

&quot; Even gods
4t have doubted and disputed on this subject ; which
&quot;

being obscure, never can be thoroughly comprehen-
&quot; ded : Ask, O Nuchiketa ! another favour instead of
41

this. Do not thou take advantage of my promise, but

&quot;give up this
request.&quot; Nuchiketa replied: &quot;f am

&quot;

positively informed that gods entertained doubts on
&quot;

this subject ; and even thou, O Yumu ! callest it

&quot;difficult of comprehension. But no instructor on this

*

point equal to thee can be found, and no other object
&quot;

is so desirable as this.&quot; Yumu said :
&quot; Do thou

&quot; rather request of me to give thee sons and grandsons,
&quot; each to attain the age of an hundred years ; numbers
&quot; of cattle, elephants, goat, and horses

;
also extensive

41

empire on earth, where thou shalt live as many years
&quot; as thou wishest.

&quot;

If thou knowest another object equally desirable

&quot; with these, ask it
; together with wealth and long life.

&quot; Thou mayest reign, O Nuchiketa ! over a great king-
&quot; dom : I will enable thee to enjoy all wished-for objects.

&quot; Ask according to thy desire all objects that are

&quot;difficult of acquisition in the mortal world. Ask
&quot; these beautiful women, with elegant equipages and
&quot; musical instruments, as no man can acquire any thing
&quot;

like them without our gift. Enjoy thou the atten-

41 dance of these women, whom I may bestow on thee ;

&quot; but do not put to me, O Nuchiketa ! the question
&quot;

respecting existence after death.&quot;

Nuchiketa then replied. &quot;The acquisition of the

&quot;enjoyments thou hast offered, O Yumu! is in the

&quot;first place doubtful ;
and should they be obtained,
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&quot;

they destroy the strength of all the senses ;
and even

&quot; the life of Bruhma is, indeed, comparatively short.

&quot; Therefore let thy equipages, and thy dancing and

&quot;

music, remain with thee.

&quot;No man can be satisfied with riches
;
and as we have

&quot;fortunately
beheld thee, we may acquire wealth, should

&quot; we feel desirous of it, and we also may live as long
&quot; as thou exercisest the authority of the god of death ;

&quot; but the only object I desire is what I have already

&quot;

begged of thee.

&quot; A mortal being, whose habitation is the low man-

&quot; sion of earth, and who is liable to sudden reduction,

&quot;

approaching the gods exempted from death and

&quot;

debility, and understanding from them that there is

&quot; a knowledge ojjuturity, should not ask of them any
&quot;

inferior favour and knowing the fleeting nature

&quot; of music, sexual gratification, and sensual pleasures,.

&quot; who can take delight in a long life on earth? Do thou

&quot;

instruct us in that knowledge which removes doubts

&quot;

respecting existence after death, and is of great impor-
&quot; tance with a view to futurity, and which is obscure

&quot; and acquirable with difficulty. I, Nuchiketa, cannot

&quot; ask any other favour but this.&quot;

End of the first Section of thefirst Chapter (ist Bullee. \

Yumu now, after a sufficient trial of Nuchiketds.

resolution, answers the third question, saying,
&quot; Know-

&quot;

ledge of God which leads to absorption, is one thing ;

&quot; and rites, which have fruition for their object, an-

&quot; other : each of these producing different consequences,
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&quot;holds out to man inducements to follow it. The
&quot;

man, who of these two chooses knowledge, is blessed ;

&quot; and he who, for the sake ofreward^ practises rites, is

&quot;excluded from the enjoyment of eternal beatitude.
&quot;

Knowledge and rites both offer themselves to man
;

&quot; but he who is possesed of wisdom, taking their res-

&quot;pective natures into serious consideration, disting-
&quot;

uishes one from the other, and chooses faith, despising
&quot;

fruition
; and a fool, for the sake of advantage and

&quot;

enjoyment, accepts the offer of rites.

&quot;

Thou, O Nuchiketa ! knowing the perishable
&quot; nature of the desirable and gratifying objects offered
&quot;

by me, hast rejected them, and refused the adoption
41 of that contemptible practice, which leads to fruition

&quot;and to riches, and to which men in general are
&quot;

attached. Wise men are sensible that a knowledge of
&quot; God which procures absorption, and the performance

&quot; of rites that produces fruition, are entirely opposite
&quot;

to each other, and yield different consequences. I

&quot; conceive thee, Nuchiketa, to be desirous of a know-
&quot;

ledge of God, for the numerous estimable objects
&quot;

offered by me cannot tempt thee. Surrounded by
&quot; the darkness of ignorance, fools consider themselves
&quot;

wise and learned, and wander about in various
&quot;

directions, like blind men when guided by a blind

&quot;

man.&quot;

To an indiscreet man who lives carelessly, and is

immersed in the desire of wealth, the means of gaining

heavenly beatitude are not manifest. He thinks that

this visible world alone exists, and that there is nothing

hereafter ; consequently he is repeatedly subjected to

my control. The soul is that of whose real nature
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many persons have never heard ; and several though

they have heard, have not comprehended. A man who

is capable of giving instruction on this subject is rare :

One who listens to it attentively, must be intelligent :

and that one who, being taught by a wise teacher, under

stands it, is uncommon.

If a man of inferior abilities describe the nature of

the soul, no one will thoroughly understand it ; for

various opinions are held by contending parties. When

the subject is explained by a person who believes the

soul to emanate from God, doubt, in regard to its

eternity, ceases ;
but otherwise it is inexplicable and not-

capable of demonstration.

The knowledge respecting the soul which thou wilt

gain by me, cannot be acquired by means of reason

alone ; but it should be obtained from him who is

versed in the sacred authorities. Oh, beloved pupil,

Nuchiketa ! may we have enquirers like thee, who art

full of resolution. I know that fruition, acquirable by

means of rites, is perishable ; for nothing eternal can be

obtained through perishable means. Notwithstanding

my convict ion of the destructible nature offruition ,
I

performed the worship of the sacred fire, whereby I

became possessed of this sovereignty of long duration.

Thou, Oh wise Nuchiketa ! hast through firmness re

fused, though offered to thee, the state of Bruhma, which

satisfies every desire, and which is the support of the

world the best consequence of the performance of rites

without limit or fear praise-worthy full of superhuman

power extensive and stable.

The soul is that which is difficult to be comprehend

ed most obscure veiled by the ideas acquired through
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the senses, and which resides in faculties does not

depart even in great danger, and exists unchangeable. A
wise man knowing the resplendent soul, through a mind

abstracted from worldly objects, and constantly applied

to it, neither rejoices nor does he grieve.

A mortal who, having heard the pure doctrines

relative to the soul and retained them in his memory,

knowing the invisible soul to be distinct from the body,

feels rejoiced at his acquisition. I think the abode of the

knowledge of God is open to thee.

Nuchiketa then asked,
&quot;

If thou knowest any Being
&quot; who exists distinctly from rites their consequences and
&quot; their observers, and also from evil, and who is different

&quot; from effects and their respective causes, and is above
&quot;

past, future, and present time, do thou inform me.&quot;

Yumu replies :
&quot;

I will explain to thee briefly that

&quot;

Being whom all the Veds treat of, either directly or in-

&quot;

directly, to whom all austerities are directed, and who is

&quot; the main object of those who perform the duties of an
&quot;

ascetic, He to wit, whom the word Om implies, is the

&quot;

Supreme Being.&quot;

That Om is the title of Bruhma and also of the

Supreme Being, through means of which man may gain

what he wishes ; (that is, if he worship Bruhma by

means of Om, he shall be received into his mansion ; or

if through it he elevate his mind to God, he shall obtain

absorption.)

Om is the best of all means calculated to direct the

mind towards God ;
and it is instrumental either in the

acquisition of the knowledge of God or of the dignity of

Bruhma : man therefore having recourse to this word,

shall either be absorbed in God, or revered like Bruhm .
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The soul is not liable to birth nor to death : it is

mere understanding : neither does it take its origin from

any other or from itself : hence it is unborn, eternal

without reduction and unchangeable ; therefore the soul

is not injured by the hurt which the body may receive.

If any one ready to kill another imagine that he can

destroy his soul, and the other think that his soul shall

suffer destruction, they both know nothing ;
for neither

does it kill nor is it killed by another.

The soul is the smallest of the small, and greatest of

the great. It resides in the hearts of all living creatures.

A man who knows it and its pure state, through the

steadiness of the external and internal senses, acquired

from the abandoning of worldly desires, overcomes

sorrow and perplexity.

The soul, although without motion, seems to go to

furthest space ; and though it resides in the body at rest,

yet seems to move everywhere. Who can perceive be

sides myself, that splendid soul, the support of the

sensation of happiness and plain ?

The soul, although it is immaterial, yet resides closely

attached to perishable material objects : knowing it as

great and extensive, a wise man never grieves for it. A
knowledge of the soul is not acquirable from the study

of the Veds, nor through retentive memory, nor yet by

constant hearing of spiritual instruction : but he who

seeks to obtain a knowledge of it, is gifted with it, the

soul rendering itself conspicuous to him.

No man can acquire a knowledge of the soul with

out abstaining from evil acts ; without having control

over the senses and the mind ; nor can he gain it with a

mind, though firm, yet filled with the desire of fruition ;
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but man may obtain a knowledge of the soul through his

knowledge of God.

No ignorant man can, in a perfect manner, know the

state of the existence of that God whose food is all

things even the Brahmu and the Kshutru
; (that is, who

destroys every object bearing figure and appellation) and

who consumes death itself even as butter.

The end of the second Section of the first Chapter

(2nd Bulee.}

God and the soul* entering into the heart, the

excellent divine abode, consume, while residing in

the body, the necessary consequences of its actions ;

that is, the latter is rewarded or punished according to

its good or evil actions, and the former witnesses all those

events. Those who have a knowledge of God, consider

the former as light and the latter as shade : the observers

of external rites also, as well as those who have collected

fire three times for worship, believe the same.

We can know and collect fire; which is a bridge to

the observers of rites ; and can know the eternal and

fearless God, who is the conveyer of those who wish to

cross the ocean of ignorance. Consider the soul as a

rider the body as a car, the intellect its driver, the mind

as its reign, the external senses are called the horses

restrained by the mind, external objects are the roads:

so wise men believe the soul united with the body, the

* The word soul here means the human soul, Jeebatma ;

but generally in these translations it is used for Paramata the

Great Soul. ED.
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senses and the mind, to be the partaker oj the conse

quences ofgood or evil acts.

If that intellect, which is represented as the driver^

be indiscreet, and the rein of the mind loose, all the

senses under the authority of the intellectual power
become unmanageable ; like wicked horses under the

control of an unfit driver.

If the intellect be discreet and the rein of the mind

firm, all the senses prove steady and manageable ; like

good horses under an excellent driver.

He, who has not a prudent intellect and steady mind

and who consequently lives always impure, cannot arrive

at the divine glory, but descends to the world.

He who has a prudent intellect and steady mind,

and consequently lives always pure, attains that glory

from whence he never will descend.

Man who has intellect as his prudent driver, and a

steady mind as his rein, passing over the paths of mor

tality, arrives at the high glory of the omnipresent God.

The origin of the senses is more refined than the

senses ; the essence of the mind is yet more refined than

that origin : the source of intellect is again more exalt

ed than that of the mind
;
the prime sensitive parti

cle is superior to the source of intellect
; nature, the

apparent cause of the universe, is again superior to that

particle, to which the omnipresent God is still superior :

nothing is more exalted than God : he is therefore

superior to all existences, and is the Supreme object of

. all. God exists obscurely throughout the universe,

consequently is not perceived ; but he is known through

the acute intellect constantly directed towards him by

wise men of penetrating understandings. A wise man
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shall transfer the power of speech and that of the sen

ses to the mind, and the mind to the intellect, and the

intellect to the purified soul, and the soul to the un

changeable Supreme Being.

Rise up and awake from the sleep of ignorance ;

and having approached able teachers, acquire know

ledge of God, the origin of the soul : for the way to the

knowledge of God is considered by wise men difficult

as the passage over the sharp edge of a razor. The

Supreme Being is not organised with the faculties of

hearing, feeling, vision, taste or smell. He is un

changeable and eternal; without beginning or end;,

and is beyond that particle which is the origin of the

intellect : man knowing him thus, is relieved from the

grasp of death.

A wise man reading to Brahmuns^ or hearingfrom a

teacher^ this ancient doctrine imparted to Nuchiketa by

Yumu, is absorbed into God.

He who reads this most secret doctrine before an

assemblage of Brahmuns, or at the time of offering ob

lations to his forefath ers, enjoys innumerable good con

sequences.

The end of the third Section of the first Chapter

(yd Bullee^

God has created the senses to be directed towards

external objects ; they consequently are apt to perceive

outward things only, and not the eternal spirit. But

a wise, man being desirous of eternal life, withdrawing
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his senses from their natural course, apprehends the

omnipresent Supreme Being.

The ignorant seek external and desireable object

only j consffutntly they are subjected to the chain of all-

-.g death. Hence the wise, knowing that God
alone is immortal and eternal in this perishable world, do

not cherish a wish for those objects.

To Him, owing to whose presence alone the animate

beings, composed of insensible particles, perceive objects

through vision, the power of taste, of feeling, and of

hearing, and also the pleasure derivable from sexual

intercourse, nothing can be unknown : he is that exis-

tance which thou desiredst to know.

A wise man after having known that he soul, owing to

whose presence living creatures perceive objects wherher

they dream or wake, is great and extensive never grieves.

He who believes that the soul, which enjoys the fruits of

good or evil actions intimately connected with the origin

ates from and is united with God, the Lord of past and

future events, will not conceal its nature : he is that

existence which thou desiredst to know. He who knows

that the prime sensitive particle, which proceeded from

God prior to the creation of water and the other elements,

having entered into the heart, exists united witn material

objects, knows the Supreme Being. He is that existence

which thou desiredst to know.

That sensitive particle which perceives objects, and

includes all the celestial deities, and which was created

with all the elements, exists, entering into the space of

the heart, and there resides. It is that existence which

thou desiredst to know.
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The sacred fire, the receiver of obtains, after the

wood has been kindled below and above, is preserved by
its observer* with the same care as pregnant women take

of their f^tus : it is praised daily by prudent observers,

and men habituated to constant devotion. That at

mosphere from whence the sun ascends, and in which he

goes down, on which all the world, including fire, speech,

and other things, rest, and independently of which no

thing exist, is that existence which thou desiredst to

know. Whatever individual intellect there is connected

with the body, is that intellectual principle, is pure and

immaterial overspreading principle is the individual

intellect ; but he who thinks here that they are different

in nature, is subject to repeated transmigrations.

Through the mind, purified by spiritual instructions^

the kuowledge that the soul is of divine origin, and by
no means is different from its source^ shall be acquired,,

whereby the idea of duality entirely ceases. He who
thinks there is variety of intellectual principle, undergoes

transmigration.

The omnipresent spirit, extending over the space of

the heart, which is the size of a finger, resides within the

body ; and persons knowing him the Lord of past and

future events, will not again attempt to conceal his future

events, will not again attempt to nature: He is that

existence which thou desiredst to know.

The omnipresent spirit which extends over the space

of the heart, the size of a finger, is the most pure light.

He is the Lord of past and future events
;
He alone

pervades the universe now and ever ; He is that existence

which thou desiredst to know. In the same way as

water falling on uneven ground disperses throughout the
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hollow places, and is lost, so man who thinks that the

souls of different bodies are distinct in nature from each

other, shall be placed in various forms by transmigration.

As water falling on even grounds remains unchanged,

so the soul of a wise man of steady mind is always pure,

freed from the idea of duality.

End of the first Section of the second Chapter (^.th

Bullee.)

The body is a dwelling with eleven gates, belonging

to the unborn and unchangeable spirit, through whose

constant contemplation man escapes from grief, and

.acquiring absorption, is exempted from transmigratin.

;He is that existence which thou desiredst to know.

That spiritual Being acts always and moves in

heaven ; preserves all material existence as depending on

him
;
moves in space ;

resides in fire
;
walks on earth ;

.enters like a guest into sacrificial vessels; dwells in man,
,in gods, in sacrifices

;
moves throughout the sky ; seems

-to be born in water, as fishes; &*&amp;lt;:.; produced on earth,

as vegetables, on the tops of mountains, as rivers, and

also as members of sacrifices : yet is he truly pure and

: great. He who causes breath to ascend above the

heart and peditum to descend, resides in the heart :

He is adorable ; and to him all the senses offer oblation

of the objects which they perceive.

When the soul, which is connected with the body,

leaves it, nothing then remains in the body which may
preserve the system : It is that existence which thou

desiredst to know.

Neither by the help of breath, nor from the pre

sence of other powers, can a mortal exist : but they
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all exist owing to that other existence on which both

breath and the senses rest.

I will now disclose to you the secret doctrine

of the eternal God : and also how man, void of that

knowledge^ O Goutum ! transmigrates after death.

Some of those who are ignorant of this doctrine

enter after death the womb of females to appear in the

animal shape, while other assume the form of trees,

according to their conduct and knowledge during their

lives.

The being who continues to operate even at that

time of sleep, when all the senses cease to act, and

then creates desirable of objects of various descrip

tions, is pure and the greatest of all
; and he alone is

called eternal, on whom all the world rests, and inde

pendently of whom nothing can exist : He is that ex

istence which thou desiredst to.know. As fire, although

one in essence, on becoming visible in the world,

.appears in various forms and shapes, according to its

different locations, so God, the soul of the universe,

though one, appears in various modes, according as he

connects himself with different material objects, and,

.like space^ extends over all.

As air, although one in essence, in becoming

operative in the body appears in various natures, as

breath and other vital airs, so God, the sole of the

universe, though one, appears in different modes,

according as he connects himself with various material

objects, and, like space^ extends over all.

As the sun, though he serves as the eye of all living

creatures, yet is not poluted externally or internally

by being connected with visible vile objects, so God,
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the soul of the universe, although one and omnipresent

is not affected by the sensations of individual pain, for

he is beyond its action.

God is but one ; and he has the whole world under

his control, for he is the operating soul in all objects ;.

He, through his omniscience, makes his sole existence

appear in the form of the universe. To those wise

men who acquire a knowledge of him who is operative

on the human faculties, is eternal beatitude allotted,

and not to those who are void of that knowledge.

God is eternal amidst the perishable universe ; and

is the source of sensation among all animate existences t

and he alone assigns to so many objects their respective

purposes : To those wise men who know him the ruler

of the intellectual power, everlasting beatitude is al

lotted ;
but not to those who are void of that know

ledge.

How can I acquire that most gratifying divine

knowledge, which, though beyond comprehension,.

wise men, by constant application of mind, alone obtain,,

as If it were present ? Does it shine conspicuously ?

and does it appear to the human faculties ?

Neither the sun, nor the moon, nor yet the stars

can throw light on God: Even the illuminating lightning

cannot throw light upon him
;
much less can limited

fire give him light : But they all imitate him, and all

borrow their light from him that is, nothing can in

fluence God and render him perspicuous : But God him

self imparts his knowledge to the heart freedfrom passion

and desire.

End of the second Section of the second Chapter

($th Bullec.}
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The world is a fig-tree of long duration, whose

origin is above, and the branch es of which, as different

species^ are below. The origin alone is pure and

supreme; and he alone is eternal on whom all the

world rests, and independen tly of whom nothing can

exist. He is that existence which thou desiredst to

know.

God being eternal existence, the universe, what

soever it is, exists and proceeds from him. He is the

great dread of all heavenly bodies^ as if he were pre

pared to strike them with thunderbolts ; so that none of

them can deviatefrom their respective courses established by

him. Those who know him as the eternal power acquire

absorption.

Through his fear fire supplies us with heat ; and the

sun, through his fear, shines regularly ;
and also Indru,

and air, and fifthly, death, are through his fear con

stantly in motion.

If man can acquire a knowledge of God in this

world, before the fall of his body, he becomes happy for

ever : Otherwise he assumes new forms in different

mansions. A knowledge of God shines on the purified

intellect in this world, as clearly as an object is seen by

reflection in a polished mirror : In the region of the

defied Progenitors of mankind it is viewed as obscurely

as objects perceived in the state of dreaming ; and in

the mansion of Gundhurvus, in the same degree as the

reflection of an object on water ; but in the mansion of

Bruhma it appears as distinctly as the difference between

light and darkness.

A wise man, knowing the soul to be distinct from

the senses, which proceed from different origins, and

6
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also from the state of waking and of sleep, never again

grieves.

The mind is more refined than the external senses ;

and the intellect is again more exalted than the mind.

The prime sensitive particle is superior to the in

tellect ; nature, the apparent cause of the universe, is

again superior to that particle unaffected by matter :

Superior to nature is God, who is omnipresent and

without material effects
; by acquisition of whose know

ledge man becomes extricated from ignorance and

distress, and is absorbed into Him after death. His

substance does not come within the reach of vision ;

no one can apprehend him through the senses : By

constant direction of the intellect, free from doubts,

he perspicuously appears ;
and those who know him

in the prescribed manner, enjoy eternal life.

That part of life wherein the power of the five

external senses and the mind are directed towards the

Supreme Spirit, and the intellectual power ceases its

action, is said to be most sacred
;
and this steady con

trol of the senses and mind is considered to be Yog

(or withdrawing the senses and the mindfrom worldly

objects] : Man should be vigilant in the acquisition of

that state ; for such control proceeds from constant

exercise, and ceases by neglect.

Neither through speech, nor through intellectual

power, nor yet through vision, can man acquire a know

ledge of God ; but, save him who believes in the exis

tence of God as the cause of the universe^ no one can

have a notion of that Being. A man should acquire,

first, a belief in the existence of God, the origin of the

universe ; and next, a real knowledge of him
; to wit
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that he is incomprehensible ;
for the means which lead

men to acquire a knowledge of his existence, graciously

conduct them to the belief of his incomprehensibility.

When all the desires settled in the heart leave man, the

mortal then become immortal, and acquire absorption

even in this life. When the deep ignorance which

occasions duality is entirely destroyed, the mortal become

immortal : This is the only doctrine which the Vedant

inculcates.

There are one hundred and one tubes connected

with the heart, one of which^ called Sookhumna, pro

ceeds to the head : The soul of a devotee proceeding

through the hundred and first, is carried to the mansion

of the immortal Bruhma ; and those of others, which

ascend by other tubes, assume different bodies, accord

ing to the evil or good acts which they perform.

The omnipresent eternal spirit resides always within

that space of the human heart which is as large as a

finger : Man should, by firmness of mind, separate that

spirit from the body, in the same manner as the pith is

removed from the plant Moonju : that is, the spirit should

be considered totally distinct from matter and the effects

of matter and man should know that separated spirit

to be pure and eternal.

Having thus acquired this divine doctrine, imparted

by the God of death, with every thing belonging to it,

Nuchiketa, freed from the consequences of good or evil

acts, and from mortality, was absorbed into God ; and

whatever person also can acquire that knowledge, shall

obtain absorption.

End of the third Section of the second Chapter (6th Bullee).

End of the Kuth-opuniskud.


